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Somewhere inside all 
of us is the power 

to change the world
-

Roald Dahl



R
eception

We have had a busy, fun-filled term in Reception. 
The children arrived in September with huge 
smiles, ready to make new friends and settle into 
their new year group. They have embraced all 
aspects of life at Edgeborough, creating a balance 
of learning through formal teaching and making 
the most of all play opportunities given.

We have a full timetable and make use of all the 
resources and grounds at Edgeborough, including 
French, Music, ICT, Woodland and twice weekly 
sport with Miss Rafferty, Mr Jones, Mr Hawkes and 
Mr Trewinnard.

Through our topic of Fairy Tales, we have tasted 
porridge (we all preferred it hot!), created our own 
magic beans and imagined what they would grow 
into, carefully painted Hansel and Gretel’s house, 
designed our own Gingerbread House decorations, 
and even baked our own Gingerbread people! We 
have enjoyed spending the last few weeks getting 
stuck into Christmas, scattering glitter, painting 
hands (and feet!) for printing and making beautiful 
creations to decorate our classrooms. 

The children are incredibly imaginative and hard-
working; they love to learn and they also love to play 
in equal measures! They have all tried incredibly 
hard to learn their Set 1 RWInc. sounds and develop 
their handwriting alongside it. Their confidence in 
their abilities grows daily and they are very proud of 
all they achieve. We have had a lot of fun together 
and cannot wait to see what next term holds! 



Trip to Little Street - On Monday 8th October, Nursery 2 and Reception boarded the minibuses and 
set off on their morning adventure to Little Street. The children had a wonderful time, playing make believe 
in the variety of themed rooms. The children used their imagination and the available props  to become 
vets, beauticians, building site managers, ice cream sellers and super heroes to name but a few of the 
educational play experience offered. It was an exciting EYFS trip and great fun was had by all!

R
eception

Trip to Winkworth Arboretum - Although 
the weather felt particularly drizzly and autumnal, 
we had a fabulous trip to Winkworth Arboretum 
in Godalming in November! We had a nice long 
walk spotting signs of autumn and seeing it ‘raining 
leaves’ because of the wind, we did an autumn 
scavenger hunt in teams, we looked for trolls under 
the bridges, we spotted fairy houses, had yummy 
hot chocolate and then a picnic and a play in their 
amazing play area. What a day! 



All of the children have enjoyed their first term in Year 1. They have already achieved a great amount of 
learning and there is plenty more to come! There was too much to choose from to write about in this 
newsletter so the children were asked questions to get an insight into their thoughts about school...

What is your favourite thing about 
Edgeborough?  
“I like learning about everything!” Ellie
“I love doing maths, dressing up and playing outside 
with my friends.” Juliet

Which is your favourite day and why? 
“I like Friday because it’s Celebration Assembly and 
Cat in the Hat goes home with someone” Freddie
“Mondays are the best because mummy lets me 
play with my Lego after school.” Edward

What is your favourite lunch? 
“Pizza is my favourite!” Harrison
“I love lasagne! It is my favourite.” John

What is your favourite free choice activity 
in the classroom?
“I love making models out of Lego. I wish I could do 
it all day.” David
“I like dressing up as a spider and I love playing the 
alphabet lotto game.” Ankido

What is your favourite lesson? 
“Maths!  I do good work and I love it when Mrs 
Morante gives me sums to do in my workbook.” Alice
“My favourite lesson is after school football club on 
Thursdays.” Leo
“I liked learning about mammals in science.” Luke

What have you enjoyed the most so far? 
“I loved going to Pizza Express and also making my 
Stone Age spear.” George
“I enjoyed doing our Christmas play because Abbie 
watched me.” Jess

Which has been your best art activity? 
“I really enjoyed making Christmas decorations in 
the after school art clubs.” Sophia
“I love drawing pictures of my trains.” Timo

Year 1



Trip to Pizza Express - As part of our 
Science topic relating to Ourselves and 
healthy eating, 1M enjoyed a visit  to 
Pizza Express in Farnham to make their 
own pizza. It was a huge success again 
this year. It was organised, educational 
and lots of fun! The children were 
encouraged to taste the raw ingredients 
before covering their pizza base in 
juicy tomato sauce and handfuls of 
mozzarella. It was surprising to see how 
many children liked fresh basil!  The 
children’s interest and attention was maintained throughout the session, with the chefs providing amazing 
facts about all aspects of pizza making. The best fact being that the oldest olive tree in the world is believed 
to be between 2000 and 3000 years old! This was a fantastic school trip and we all loved devouring our 
pizzas when we returned to school.

Stone Age Day - On Thursday 15th November the children 
of 1M went back in time to the Stone Age! They have loved 
this topic and looked amazing dressed up in their cave boy 
and girl costumes.
Having foraged in the woods for the perfect spear handles 
during our Woodland Activity lesson, the children were 
excited to make spear heads out of clay, using twine to 
secure them onto their sticks. They were also very creative 
using the femo modelling clay to represent animal bones, 
teeth, stones and shells to make a necklace. Other activities 
included making a Stone Age village out of play dough, making woolly mammoths and creating a fact file on 
foods eaten during the Stone Age.
We all went on a sabre- toothed cat hunt around Edgeborough, but they were all hiding from us! It was a 
fun filled day with amazing role play opportunities – the children and teachers staying in character all day!



It has been a wonderfully happy term in Year 2. Our Ancient Egypt topic has kept us very busy indeed; 
aside from our Egyptian Day and trip to Haslemere Museum, we also spent most Thursday afternoons 
painting animals from the Nile, creating a Pharaohs headdress and making beautiful Nefertiti mosaics. 

During Science lessons we investigated forces and magnets in the first half of term and then we learnt all 
about rocks and soil. We loved our experiments in the Prep Science Laboratory, testing out which magnets 
are the strongest and which rocks are more suitable for building than others. 

Maths has been fun too as we have done lots of practical work to help us understand our topics. We have 
used different tools to measure weight, length, capacity and distance, dienes to help us add and subtract, 
clocks to tell the time and money to help us solve problems! In our English lessons we have written a diary 
entry of an Egyptian child and, more recently, created leaflets all about our wonderful school. 

In our ICT lessons we have programmed Bee-bots and been introduced to Scratch, making our own 
backgrounds, characters and even getting them to move.

Every second Friday we venture out to the woods for a Woodland activity – we saw the beautiful colours of 
the leaves changing and had great fun making dens. Some of us made a den for reindeers too! We are all 
excited about what the Easter term will bring. Merry Christmas!

Year 2



Egyptian Day - Egyptian Day was a wonderful success, not least the amazing outfits which came through 
the door at 8:15am! Pharaohs and Egyptian Queens aplenty, and that was just the teachers. Children took 
part in a variety of activities in small groups; clay pot modelling with Egyptian patterns as decorations, 
baking Egyptian bread, writing in hieroglyphics and even some archaeological digging too! Children used 
clues to find out what the artefacts that they found were used for. They remembered so much and were 
thoroughly engaged throughout, a memorable day for all involved. 



Dahlicious Day - On Thursday 13th September the children and 
teachers had fun celebrating the life of the creative and wonderful 
Roald Dahl. The children looked fabulous in their costumes, dressing 
up as their favourite Roald Dahl characters. Year 1 recorded their 
wishes and dreams in their beautiful dream jars.  All of the children 
loved taking on the role of their character, engaging in imaginative 
role playing games and the playground had never looked so vibrant! 
We look forward to doing it all again next September!

Pre Prep Events

Trip to Haslemere Museum - In November, Year 2 visited Haslemere Museum to look at their 
Egyptian artefacts.  At the beginning of the day, we were taken through the process of mummification 
using a dummy! We worked in groups to investigate some objects, such as an x-ray of a mummy, artefacts 
and hieroglyphics to see what we could learn from them. We had to look carefully at one of the shabti 
to decide which one was 3,000 years old and which one was only a few years old. It was like being a real 
archaeologist! We all visited the mummy and saw mummified cats and an alligator!



European Day of Languages - To celebrate 
European Day of Languages children first attended 
an Assembly to find out what the day was all about. 
We learnt that quite a few of our children speak 
European and other languages at home! Then, 
passports at the ready, everybody flew off to start 
their activities in different European countries. 
Activities included Polish dancing, painting Swedish 
Dala horses, making Russian dolls out of different 
sized paper cups, a game of boules in France and 
some creative Italian mosaic work. Children spent 
the day visiting the exciting activities and at the 
end of the day, exhausted from all the travelling, 
everybody came together again to enjoy our Friday 
Celebration Assembly. We are looking forward to 
the next one already! Where will we go…? 



Pre Prep Nativity- Reception, Year 1 and 
Year 2 performed ‘Children of the World’ 
during two first class performances before 
the end of term.  This year, we joined Gabriel 
and the angels who brought children from 
all around the world to the manger to 
celebrate the birth of Jesus. We discovered 
the many different ways in which countries 
celebrate Christmas and found that actually, 
although there are special traditions for each 
country, we all come together to celebrate 
the same Christmas story. Every child in 
the department played their part on stage, 
singing, memorising lines and delivering them 
with aplomb. What a special way to start the 
Christmas Season!


